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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [I 11, a connection was found between the two Rogers-Ramanujan identities 
(see [ 1, Chap. 73) 
lJ.>, (1 _ qciL)(l - q55-4) = l + :I (1 - q) !*(I - qi) ’ (1.1) 
n5>, (1 - q&(1 - qw-3) = l + :I (1 _ q)!:;l _ q”) ’ (1.2) 
and the Weyl-Kac character formula for a certain pair of modules for a 
generalized Cartan matrix (GCM) L’ te algebra. More specifically, the product 
sides of (1.1) and (1.2) are “almost” equal to suitable (principal) specializations 
of the characters of these modules. This suggests that one should gain insight 
into (1.1) and (1.2) by studying these modules, which are among the “standard” 
modules introduced by Kac [6]. (The GCM Lie algebras themselves were 
introduced independently by Kac [6,8] and Moody [13, 141.) 
We have not found Lie-algebraic proofs of (1.1) and (1.2), but we have 
“directly computed” the characters of several standard modules for the two 
GCM Lie algebras Al’) and Ar) (in Kac’s notation [I). These are the first 
concrete computations of characters of nontrivial modules for infinite-dimen- 
sional GCM Lie algebras. In combination with the Weyl-Kac character formula, 
these yield interesting power series identities, some of which are new, and some 
of which turn out to be classical. In fact, (see Corollaries 4.7 and 5.9 below) 
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we have recovered in this way, by methods intrinsic to Lie algebra theory, the 
well-known formula of Gauss (see [ 1, formula 2.2.131) 
(1.3) 
where $(q) is Euler’s formal power series 
(1.4) 
Among the new identities we get are two new expressions for the left-hand 
sides of each of (1.1) and (1.2) (see Corollaries 6.4,6.8,7.21 and 7.22). These new 
expressions involve interesting “interlocking recursions.” We have also obtained 
an apparently new kind of quintuple product identity, also involving inter- 
locking recursions (see Corollary 7.30). 
Perhaps our most surprising discovery is that the values of the classical 
partition function (see [l, Chap. 11) are precisely the values of the weight 
multiplicities in “fundamental” modules for the two Lie algebras Ali) and AL2). 
This follows from a recursive formula for multiplicities which is known as the 
Racah formula [15, 21 or the “star” formula [16] in the theory of finite-dimen- 
sional Lie algebras, and which is a vital tool in our investigations. In fact, our 
whole approach to the study of modules for GCM Lie algebras is based on the 
geometrical techniques of the classical theory used in [3, 41. The geometric 
properties of weight diagrams were at the heart of many of our discoveries. We 
We have made an attempt to give the reader a feeling for this geometrical 
approach in Section 3. 
The discovery of the classical partition function in certain modules, partic- 
ularly in the fundamental module for A, , (‘I has led to ideas which are used in 
[12]. Also, Kac [9] observes that formula (1.3) implies our character formula for 
the fundamental module for A, , (~0 that is, Corollary 4.7 below implies Theorem 
4.6, via the method of “principal specialization” (see [Ill and the proof of 
Corollary 4.7). Using this observation, he independently computes the characters 
of the level 2 modules for Ai’) (see Section 5 below) and of the level 1 module for 
Ak2’ (see Section 7). In [9] h e a so 1 g eneralizes Theorem 4.6 by computing the 
characters of those standard modules for all Euclidean Lie algebras such that 
the roof of the module (see Section 3 for the definition) consists of one point. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall review some definitions and results about GCM Lie 
algebras, mostly from papers of Kac [6, 81 and Moody [13, 141. A more detailed 
exposition than we will give here can also be found in [5, 10, 111. 
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Using an (I + 1) x (I + 1) integral square matrix, A = (Aii)i,i,{o,e.,,l) , 
which satisfies a few simple conditions (Aii = 2, A, < 0 for i # j, and A,j = 0 
if and only if Aji = 0), we construct a (possibly infinite-dimensional) Lie 
algebra over the field @ of complex numbers by using generators and relations. 
We use the 3(Z + 1) generators hi i e, ,fi (0 < i < 1) and the relations [h, , ZzJ = 0, 
[ei ,fi] = Stjh, , [hi , ej] = A,ej , [hi ,fi] = -Afjfj for all i, j i{O ,..., Z}, and 
(ad ei)-Aij+lej = 0 =: (adf&Q+fi whenever i # j. 
The resulting Lie algebra, I, = I,(A), has a E(z+l)-grading into subspaces 
Idno ,..., nJ sparned by the elements of the form 
LIil, h, ,.--, [Qel , ql .--II if each nj > 0, 
or 
[fi, 9 [fi, Y-.*9 [fir-, 9 f&l *‘*II if each nj < 0, 
where the subscript j occurs 1 nj / times in either case, and some nj # 0. Also, 
b = I,(0 ,..., 0) is defined to be the span of h, ,..., h, , and for any (I + I)-tuple 
(fiti,..., n,) with some ni > 0 and some nj < 0, I,(n, ,..., n,) = 0. 
There is a unique graded ideal r, maximal among those graded ideals not 
intersecting the span of hi , ei , and fi (0 < i < 1). Let I = I(A) be the iPz+l)- 
graded Lie algebra I,(A)/r, . By abuse of notation, we continue to denote elements 
of I by their representatives in I, . It is the Lie algebra I(A) that we mean when we 
refer to the GCM Lie algebra coming from matrix A. 
Under the adjoint action, b acts as scalars on the spaces l(n,, ,..., nJ, giving 
rise to linear functionals on b. But if A is singular, these functionals do not span 
the dual space b*. To correct this, we adjoin certain derivations to I. 
For each i, 0 < i < I, let Di be the derivation of I which acts as scalar multi- 
plication by ni on the space I(n, ,..., nJ. Then, D, ,..., Dl span an (I + l)- 
dimensional space b, of commuting derivations of I. Let b be any subspace of b, . 
Since b is an abelian Lie algebra acting on I by derivations, we can form the 
semidirect product Lie algebra 1” = b x I. Then be = b x $ is an abelian Lie 
subalgebra of 1”. Define olo ,..., 01~ E (be)* by [h, ei] = or,(h)e, for all h E he and 
for 0 < i ,( 1. Notice that ol,(hJ = Aij . 
We now make a choice of b, fixed forever, so that OL,, ..., (11~ are linearly inde- 
pendent. This is always possible since b, is such a choice, but we may wish to 
choose a smaller subspace if we can. In the cases of the two GCM Lie algebras 
being considered later in this paper, b, is a one-dimensional space spanned by a 
single Di . 
For all’ 4 E (be)*, define 
16 = {X E I 1 [h, X] = +((h)x for all h E be}. 
Then I(n, ,..., n,) = IQ for + = n,q + ... + n&al and I has the decomposition 
&u,+ 1”. The (possibly infinite set of) roots d of 1 (with respect to l$) are those 
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nonzero 4 E (be)* such that 1” # 0. Any root 01 Ed is an integral linear com- 
bination of the simple roots 01~ ,..., 01~ . We decompose A into positive roots A+ 
and negative roots A-, which are nonnegative (resp., nonpositive) integral 
linear combinations of the simple roots. Then A = A+ u A-, A- = -A+, 
Is = h, and 1 = b @ &fd+ I” @ IJQEd I”. 
We define the linear transformations ri (0 < i < I) of (he)* by ri(+) = 
+ - $(~JcY~ for all + E (he)*. The group W generated by y. ,..., rl is called the 
Weyl group of 1. Each ri may be thought of as a reflection since it fixes the sub- 
space (4 E (ha)* j $(hJ = 0} and sends (Y~ to -0~~ . 
For each i, 0 < i < I, let ni be the Lie subalgebra of 1 spanned by hi , e, and 
fi , so that ui N 51(2 C). Every u,-submodule of I is a direct sum of finite- 
dimensional irreducible q-modules because of the defining relations of I. By 
studying the u,-submodule unErn Id+nrri ($ E A u {O}) one sees that r,A = A and 
dim 16 = dim Ir~d, so WA = A and dim 16 = dim 1”” for all w E W. Also, nari E A 
(n E Z) implies n = &l, and the simple-root string ($ + nui E A u {0} : n E Z> 
is finite and unbroken. 
For each i, ri permutes the elements of A+ - (ui}. Not every root is W- 
conjugate to a simple root, however. We define the set A, of reaE roots to be the 
W-conjugates of the simple roots (us ,..., a2 , and the set A, of imaginary roots 
to be A - A, . It is easily seen that WA, = A, , WA, = A,, A, = -A, and 
A, = -A,. 
For ZL~ E IV, define @to = A+ n WA_ = (4 E A+ 1 w-l+ E A->. Then Qlr is a 
finite set, and if we let n(w) be the cardinality of Qw then it can be shown that 
n(w) = the length of w (i.e., the minimum number of simple reflections needed 
to express zu). For every finite subset @ of A, we define (a) = CdGO+. Then 
for each ZD E W, (Qi,) is defined. 
The space lj has basis, {h, ,..., h,), which may be extended to a basis of 
;* = x) 8 3, (ho ,..., h, , dl )..., d,}. Using the obvious notation, let {hz,..., h:, 
1 ,..., d,*] be a dual basis of (be)* = h* @b*. If  X E (he)*, then X is called 
integral if h(hJ E Z for 0 < i < 1, and X is called dominant integral if X(hJ E H, 
for 0 -( i < 1. Then the set of integral elements of (he)* is denoted by (1 = 
Zh$ + . . . i Zht + b*, and the set of dominant integral elements of (he)* is 
denoted by P = Z+hz f ... + H+hF + b*. We define the special element of P, 
p = h,* + ... + h?, which has the property that p(h,) = 1 for 0 & i < 1. Then 
it can be shown that (a,) = p - W,X Note that A C II and that WA = A. 
As in the theory of finite-dimensional Lie algebras, a partial ordering can be 
defined on the elements of (he)*. For p, v  E (be)*, we say p < v  if and only if 
v  - p is a nonnegative integral linear combination of the simple roots CY,, ..., 0~~ . 
Note that (@,> > 0 for all w E W. 
Assume from now on that the matrix A is symmetrizable, i.e., that there are 
positive rational numbers q. ,..., qr such that diag(q, ,..., q&l is a symmetric 
matrix. 
Suppose that X is an be-module. Then for v  E (he)* we define the v-weight 
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space X, = {x E X 1 h - x = v(h)x for all h E Q”). We call Y a rueight of X if 
XV # 0, and we call the nonzero elements of XV weight oectors of wezght v. Say X 
is a we&@ module if it is a direct sum of its weight spaces. If X is also an P-module 
then 1” * XV C XV+, for 4 E d u (0) and v E (ha)*. An example of such an P-module 
is I0 itself under the adjoint action, The weights of I6 are then just d U (0). The 
dimension of the v-weight space of X is called the multipliciy of v in X. 
Let n = uQEd+ P and n- = &,.,- 1”. Then, as noted before, Ia = p @ n Ott-. 
Let X be an P-module. A weight vector v in X is called a highest weight vector if 
n * v = 0. A weight module X is called a h&hest we@ module with highest 
weight v if X is generated by a highest weight vector v of weight v. The weights 
TV of such a module all satisfy the condition ~1 < v. 
A highest weight module with highest weight h and highest weight vector x 
is called a standard module (introduced in [8]) if there is a positive integer m such 
that fim * x = 0 for 0 < i < 1. The highest weight of such a module must be 
dominant integral i.e., X E P). Conversely, by a theorem of Kac [8], for each 
h E P there exists a unique standard P-module. This standard module is irre- 
ducible and we denote it by XA. The nonnegative integers h(h,), 0 ,< i < Z, 
determine the isomorphism class of XA as an l-module. Because of this, we may 
confine our attention to those XA for which X = n,& + *** + nlhf E P. The 
standard modules XA, for h = hf (0 < i < 1) are sometimes referred to as the 
fundamental modules. 
For any weight module X we may consider the associated character x(X) = 
CYEu+ dim(X,) e(v), which is to be understood as a formal infinite sum, with e(a) 
as a formal exponential. Then, for a standard module XA, we have the character 
x(W = La,+ MUM ) ( 1, v e v w h ere Mult,(v) means the multiplicity of weight v 
in Xa. Because every weight of Xa is of the form h - &, rniai (mi EZ+), the 
formal infinite sum x(XA)/e(h) is actually in the formal power series ring 
Z[[e(-%),..., e(-al)]], and e(-q),..., e(-01~) are I + 1 analytically independent 
variables. It can be shown that the Weyl group #‘permutes the set of weights of a 
standard module XA. In fact, for each w E IV, Mult,(wv) = Mult,(v). Also, 
Mult#) = 1. 
The essential tool in studying x(XA) is the Weyl-Kac character formula: 
xv3 = c ws~ SgnW e(w(h + P) - P) CMV sgn(w) e(wf - P> 
where sgn(w) = (-1) n(w). This is only known in case the matrix A which gave 
rise to I(A) is symmetrizable. 
Using the standard modules, one shows that if X E P, then for any w E W, 
WA < A. 
The Weyl-Kac character formula can be manipulated to give a recursive 
formula for the multiplicities of the weights of XA. It is precisely the same as the 
formula for finite-dimensional irreducible modules of complex semisimple Lie 
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algebras which is known either as Racah’s formula [2, 151 or the “star” formula 
W51. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For h E P and all p E A such that TV + p $ W(X + p), 
0 = c w-44 MWp + <@,>I. 
WEW 
Proof. The Weyl-Kac character formula says 
(c MuW) 44) ( c w-+4 e(v)) = c w44 44X + P)). 
YEA WSW WEW 
Since Mult,(y) = Mult,(q) for any w E W, we may write 
zA wTw w-W MuWd e(w(r + PI) = C SgnW 44X + ~1). 
WCW 
The sum on the right occurs on the left when y = A, so 
,+2, w;w w-W Mukk4 e(w(r + P>) = 0. 
Fix any p E A such that p + p $ W(h + p). In the above summation, group 
together the coefficients of e(p + p). These are just those satisfying w(y + p) = 
TV + p (i.e., w-l(p + p) - p = y), since as w E W varies, no such y is A. The 
coefficient of e(p + p) is then 
wTw w(w) Muh(w-Y~ + P) - P) = c w(w) Multh + P - VP). 
WSW 
For distinct TV E A, the elements e(p + p) are linearly independent, so that we 
have 
0 = 2 sgn(w) Mult& + p - wp) 
WSW 
for those p E A such that TV + p # W(h + p). Since (@& = p - wp, we are 
done. Q.E.D. 
This formula is recursive because it gives Mult&) in terms of multiplicities of 
weights p + (@,) which are strictly greater than TV in the partial ordering of 
(v)*. It is an effective recursion because we know that Mult,(X) = 1, 
MultA(v) = 0 unless v < A, and there are only finitely many w E W such that 
p + (@,) < A. The fact that the formula only applies to those p E A such that 
t.~ + p $ W(X + p) means that the only weight of XA it fails for is t.~ = h. This is 
because if TV # X is a weight and TV + p = w(h + p) then w # 1 and so 
w-$ = h + p - w-‘p > A, which says that TV is W-conjugate to a weight 
lying above h in the partial ordering, a contradiction. 
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Let us now specifically discuss the two GCM Lie algebras whose standard 
modules will be investigated in this paper. These are called Al’) and AC), and 
they arise from the symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrices 
( -2 2 -2 2 1 and ( -4 2 -1 2’ 1 
respectively. A discussion of what follows may be found in greater detail in [l 11. 
First let I = A:‘). Because the matrix is singular, we adjoin the derivation 
D =‘D, to 1, getting 1” and he. In (Q”)*, which has basis (h,*, hf, y = D*}, we 
have 
(Yg = 2h,* - 2lz: + y 
and 
a1 = -2h,* + 2g, 
which shows that 
In order to find the roots of I we investigate another Lie algebra, Q, whose 
structure is more easily determined and which is closely related to 1. It turns out 
that y is the smallest positive imaginary root. 
Let g = 42, C), the three-dimensional Lie algebra coming from the classical 
1 x 1 Cartan matrix (2). As usual, g has basis {e,f, h). Form the infinite- 
dimensional Lie algebra 
5 = 9 O@ C[t, @I, 
the tensor product over C of g with the commutative algebra of finite Laurent 
series in one indeterminate t. This is a Lie algebra whose product is defined by 
linear extension of the rule 
We identify g in 5 with g @ 1. The decomposition 
is a Lie algebra grading of 6. Let D be the derivation of fi defined to act on sub- 
space g @ tj as multiplication by j. Let Q” be the semidirect product Lie algebra 
CD 0 & and let b6 be the abelian subalgebra with basis {D, h}. Then Q” has a 
root space decomposition with respect to @. That is, for p E (be)*, QE decomposes 
into nonzero subspaces (Q”)” on which x E be acts adjointly as the scalar p(x). 
Those p # 0 such that (V)” # 0 are called roots. A more complete discussion 
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of the Lie algebra Q”, and specific results about its roots, can be found in [ll, 
Sect. 31. 
Write fi for I. The connection between 6 and 6 is that if c is the one-dimen- 
sional center of 3, which has basis {h, + hi}, then there is an exact sequence 
in which r sends the generators e, ,fa , h ,, , er ,fi , hr of 8 to the generators 
f  @ t, e @ t-l, --h, e, f ,  h of 8. Then the map rr has kernel c which is contained in 
the subspace h of 9, and r isomorphically identifies the root spaces of fi with 
those of 3. In this way, one may investigate fi to get information about 9. 
Specifically, one can derive expressions for wp - p = -(GU) and for 
w(X + p) - h - p, for all w E W. These expressions occur in the Weyl-Kac 
character formula when it is divided by e(X). As noted earlier, x(JP)/e(l\) is in the 
formal power series ring Z[[e(-a,,), e(-arr)]]. I f  we let u = e(-ol,J and 
z, = e(-er) then the computations in [ll, Sect. 31 give the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let I = A\‘), X = n,h$ + n,hf E P, u = e(-a,) and 
z, = e(-al). Then 
(xWWW ll (1 - &P1)(1 - pQp)(1 - @g-l) 
TL>l 
= -p” 
n(n(nu+n,+2)+n,+l)2~~~~~~+~~+z)-n,-l) 
-24 
n(n(no+nl+2)+nl+l)2,(n+l)(n(flo+n,f2)+nl+l) 
). 
Now let I = A p’. Again the ma trix is singular, so we adjoin the derivation 
D = Do to I, getting I” and ha. In (he)*, which has basis {h$, hc, y  = D*}, we have 
and 
which shows that 
CL0 = 2h,* - 4h,* + y  
a1 = 4; + 2~5; 
y  = a0 + 201i . 
The element y  is the smallest positive imaginary root. 
Let g = eI(3, C), and let 0 be the negative transpose automorphism of g. 
Then 19 has order 2 and its fixed set is the three-dimensional subalgebra go = 
eo(3, C) of skew-symmetric matrices. Let g1 be the -1 eigenspace of 0 in sI(3, C), 
that is, the five-dimensional space of symmetric traceless 3 x 3 matrices. Then 
one has bracket relations 
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These relations imply that within the Lie algebra 
there is a Lie subalgebra 
g = g @c qt, t-l] 
a = u %(mod 2) @ tj- 
j&Z 
If we adjoin to a the derivation D, which acts as multiplication by j on the 
subspace qj(m,,d 2) @ tj, then we get the Lie algebra a* whose root space decom- 
position can be readily computed (see [ll, Sect. 31). 
There is an exact sequence 
O--+c--+I”ta-0 
which identifies the root systems of I and a just as in the case of A:‘). Using this 
information to compute x(YP)/e(h), one gets the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 1 = Ai2), h = n,h,* + n&f E P, IA = e( -q,) and 
v  = e(-al). Then 
(x(F)/e(A)) n (1 - zP~~~)(l - rPw2n-1)(l - zP-lv2+1)(1 - u2n-1zP-4) 
Ql 
x (1 - 242f%4~) 
_ Ua(n(2n~+nl+3)+nl+l)D(n+l)(n(2n,+n1+3)+nl+l) 
)* 
Finally, we would like to state the Jacobi triple product identity (the denomi- 
nator formula for Ail)) for future reference. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. We have 
n (1 - u"p)(l - pgn-l)(l - p-lp) = 1 (-1)" ~tnw+l)&w-l)~ 
n>l 7bEZ 
3. THE CHARACTER OF XA FOR A?) 
A certain picture, which we shall now describe, has proved valuable in investi- 
gating the standard modules XA for Ai” and Ai2). For these two Lie algebras, 
the picture is essentially two-dimensional, and can be drawn and manipulated. 
Surprisingly deep phenomena were discovered by experimenting with these 
diagrams. 
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Throughout this and the next three sections, I = A:‘). We shall freely use 
notation from Section 2. 
The three-dimensional space he has {ha, h, , D} as a basis, and (he)* has dual 
basis {h$, h:, y}. The integral linear forms in (he)* constitute the set Zh,* + 
Zh: + Cy, and the set P of dominant integral linear forms is Z!+h$ + Z+h: + Cr. 
We shall now consider the standard module XA for h E P. Recall that without 
loss of generality, we may adjust h by adding a multiple of y, so that we may 
assume his of the form h,h$ + n,h: (ni E Z,). Th e weights of XA are all contained 
in the real affine plane .9(h) = h + [war, + [wol, in ([)e)*. In fact, these weights 
are in the subset X - Z+ol, - Z+ol, , i.e., they lie below h. (It is also clear what we 
mean by lying above.) Note that hf - ht = +r. It follows that if h’ = 
BQh$ + n;hF is a second element of P and n, + nr = ni + n; , then g(h) = 
P(h’). This justifies defining the level of h to be the nonnegative integer n, + n, , 
and denoting P(X) by P(n), where n is the level of h. 
Clearly, the Weyl group W preserves P(n). It is illuminating to determine 
the fixed set of the reflection ri (i = 0, 1) in P(n): First, note that nh,*_, E S(n), 
so that P(n) = nhl*_, + t%,, + U&Z, . Also, the affine line e = nht-i + [WY is 
clearly fixed by ri . Finally, it is simple to check that Fi is precisely the fixed set 
of ri in P(n). 
The integral elements of P(n) are the points on the parallel affine lines 
m&z + m,h: + Iwy, where mi E Z and ma + m, = n. Also, P n “P(n) is the 
union of the finite number of these lines for which m, , m, E h, . The dominant 
integral lines in 9(n) are thus those integral lines between and including g0 and 
9i . So there are n + 1 integral lines in the “dominant region” of P(n). 
Every element of P(n) is uniquely of the form /3 + u(~a (resp., /3 + UN~) where 
/3 E F0 (resp., /I E 9;) and a E [w, and Y,, (resp., r,) takes this point to /3 - aa,, 
(resp., /3 - ac~i). Thus the actions of r0 and ri on P(n) are easy to visualize as 
certain affine reflections about the lines so and 9i , respectively. 
In order to describe the weights of XA, we first establish some of their basic 
properties. 
Consideration of the two subalgebras 11~ of I spanned by hi , ei , fi (i ,= 0, 1) 
easily gives: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let i = 0, 1 and let j E Z. If  p and p -jai are weights of XA, 
then for all k between 0 and j, p - kol, is a weight of X”. If p, q E Z, are maximal 
such that p - pai and TV + qzi are both weights of XA, then the whole cu,-string 
through CL, {CL + koli 1 -p < k < q}, consists of weights of XA, and p(hJ = p - q. 
We shall use this to prove: 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that n > 0 (i.e., h # 0). Let p be a weight of -I?, and let 
mEZ,. Then p - my is also a weight of XA. 
Proof. Because every weight of XA is W-conjugate to a dominant weight of XA 
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[5, Proposition 2.91, and because y is fixed by W, we may assume that p is 
dominant. Suppose that p = m,& + m-& + uy is a dominant weight of XA. 
Since m0 + m, = n > 0, at least one of the positive integers mi is nonzero. 
Suppose m, > 0. (The other case is quite analogous.) Then Y@ = p - mOq, 
is a weight of XA, and by Lemma 3.1, so is p - % . Therefore, r& - a,,) = 
p - % - (tn, + 2)x, is a weight of XA, and by Lemma 3.1 applied to (p - %) 
and (CL A a0) - (m, + 2)or, , we have that p - 01~ - 011. = p - y is a weight of 
XA. Repetition of this argument shows that p - my is a weight of XA. Q.E.D. 
We can now describe how to draw the weight diagram for X* in Y(n). First, 
we locate h = n&t + n,h: E P n g(n) between s0 and FI (or on one of them). 
Then we apply ri (; = 0, 1) to A, getting h - nisi . Let us determine which 
weights of the form h -jiai are dominant. 
LEMMA 3.3. FOY i = 0, 1 and ji E Z+ , h - jimi E P if and only if ji < [ini] 
(where [.I is the “greatest integer” function). 
Proof. We have 
(A - io4(4> = no - 2% , 
@ - jo4(hJ = nl + 2io . 
Thus, X - jo%E P if and only if no 3 2j,, i.e., j. < [&J. The other case is 
similar. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. The roof of X* is the set of dominant integral elements fl which 
lie below A, but such that /3 + y does not. 
LEMMA 3.4. The roof of XA is the set of dominant integral elements of the form 
h - jpi (i = 0, 1 and ji E Z,). The roof is afinite set of weights of XA. 
Proof. If a roof element /3 lies below A, then it can be written as either 
X - ny - joq, or h - ny - jiq for some n E Z, . The condition that /3 + y does 
not lie below h is precisely that n = 0. Finiteness follows from Lemma 3.3. 
Q.E.D. 
We obviously have: 
LEMMA 3.5. The dominant weights of XA are exactly the elements p - my, 
where p is in the roof of XA and m E Z, . 
DEFINITION. The frame of XA is the set of IV-conjugates of the elements of 
the roof. 
It is clear that we have: 
LEMMA 3.6. The weights of XA are exactly the elements /? - my, where /I is in 
the fram and m E Z, . 
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So, to construct the weights of XA we: 
(i) use the q-string through h (i = 0, 1) to draw the roof of X”, 
(ii) $nd theframe of XA by applying W to the roof elements, 
(iii) for each element j3 of the frame, find /3 - my fbr all m E Z, . 
In practice, any diagram we actually draw shows only a finite amount of the 
whole picture, but we may still gain much insight even so. The reader should see 
in Fig. 1 how all of the above ideas can be implemented for h = 3ht + 2q. 
Note that the translation vector 
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5 F. 
FIG. 1. Partial weight diagram of XA for h = 3ht + 2/z?. 
To completely determine the character of XA it remains only to find the 
multiplicity of each of its weights. To do this, we apply Racah’s formula 
(Proposition 2.1): 
0 = c w(w) MuW + <%)I 
WEW 
for any weight p # A. Of course, we already know that Mult,(h) = 1, and that 
Mult,(v) = 0 for all Y not below A, so the above formula gives anieffective 
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recursive procedure for determining MultAb) in terms of multiplicities of 
integral linear forms which lie above TV. We wish to understand this procedure 
in the context of our weight diagram. 
LEMMA 3.7. We have 
More specifically, ifw = (Y~YJ~ (m E Z), then sgn(w) = I and 
@w> = em + I)% + m(2m - 1)q , 
andtdifw’ = rl(rOrJnz (m EZ), then sgn(w’) = -1 and 
(CD,,) = m(2m + I)% + (m + 1)(2m + 1)q . 
Proof. See [ll, Lemma 3.21. Q.E.D. 
Thus, we may rewrite Racah’s formula with initial conditions as follows: 
LEMMA 3.8. For any weight p # h of XA, 
0 = c (-1)’ Mult,(p + &i(i + I)@,-, + +;(z’ - l)c~r). 
i%Z 
Also, MuIt, = 1 and Mult&) = 0 ;f~ is not below h. 
We shall need the following lemma, which is a consequence of [ll, Lemma 
3.121. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let p = mdr,* + m+f + ayfor m,,, m, E E, a E 62. Ifw = (Y~Y$ 
(m EZ), then 
P - WP = m(mh + 4 + m&-b + m(m(m, + ntl) - mob,, 
and if w’ = Y~(Y~YJ~ (m E Z), then 
CL - W’CL = m(m(m, + ?tll) + m,)cu, + (m + l)(m(m, + ml) + m&b I 
Remuk. Since p = h,* + h:, Lemma 3.7 ii just the special case of Lemma 3.9 
where m, = m, = 1. 
Suppose that p is a dominant weight of XA. Lemma 3.9 gives us some geometric 
insight into the nature of the W-conjugates of CL. Generally, there are two types 
of conjugates, one type arising from the Weyl group elements of even length, the 
other type from those of odd length. But both types have the property of being 
distributed quadratically on a downward-facing parabola. 
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Specifically, since p is a weight of XA, its level is the same as that of h, namely, 
n. Let us examine the case of w = (r,,r# for all m E Z. We may write 
p - wp = m(mn + ml)ao + m(mn - m&xl, 
where only w (i.e., m) is thought to vary. 
A brief examination of Fig. 1 should convince the reader that we are justified 
in making the following definitions of relative horizontal and vertical coordinate 
measurements. 
DEFINITION. Let the abscissa of a linear combination aola + 601, be 
d(aol, + boll) = a - b. 
DEFINITION. Let the ordinate of a linear combination UC+, + bori be 
qua, + ba,) = a + b. 
Considering a coordinate system with origin at p, the coordinates of wp would 
be: 
-42(wp - p) = -nm, 
U(wp - p) = -m(2nm + m, - m,). 
If x and y are variables representing the abscissa and ordinate, respectively, 
then the above points all fall on the curve with equation: 
y = -(2x + m, - ml)x/n. 
This is a downward-facing parabola on which the points wp are distributed so 
as to have x-coordinates of the form nm, m E Z. The reader can easily check that 
for w’ = Y~(Y,,YJ~ the points w’p are distributed on the same curve, but with 
x-coordinates of the form nm + m, , m E.Z. 
Expressions of the form 
p + +i(i + l)or, + &i(i - l)ai 
occur in the Racah formula as written down in Lemma 3.7. With the origin at CL, 
these have coordinates 
and 
a?(-&i(i + l)aO + &i(i - I)Lx,) = i 
S(&(i + l)aO + *i(i - l)aJ = i2. 
Thus, these points fall on the upward-facing parabola y = x2 whose vertex is 
at p. 
We can now describe the geometrical implementation of Racah’s formula. For 
any dominant weight p of Xh we plot the points of the parabola y = x2 (for 
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x E Z) with vertex at CL. Only a finite number of these points are weights of XA 
since they all lie above p. For each such weight which is not already dominant, 
we may find its dominant conjugate, which lies still further above and has the 
same multiplicity. 
DEFINITION. Let p be a dominant integral linear form and let i E Z. Then 
pUsi is the unique element of Z,% + Z +a1 such that p + &i is the dominant 
conjugate of p + &i(i + l)% + &i(i - I)or, . Note that pUsi = &+aY,i for all 
aE Iw. 
Lemma 3.8 becomes: 
LEMMA 3.10. For any dominant weight p # h of XA, 
0 = c C-1)” Mult,(p + &,i). 
icz 
Moreower, Mult,(X) = 1 and Mult,(v) = 0 ifs is not below A. 
Remarks. (1) Since flu+,,,i = &i for p dominant integral and any a E [w, 
we have that for each of the finitely many elements S of the roof of XA, there is a 
recursive formula of the form 
0 = 2 (- l)i Mult,(S - my + B6.J 
iEZ 
which is valid for all m E Z. Thus, we need only determine the pssi for this finite 
set of S’s. 
(2) For h = ~$2 + n& and h’ = r$z,* + n;q of the same level n, and for 
n, , ni of the same parity, we get the same set of recursion equations. Indeed, 
each roof element of X”’ is of the form 6 + ay, for 6 a roof element of XA and 
a E Z. The multiplicities associated with XA and XA’ will be different, however, 
because of different initial conditions. 
In order to write down the character of XA we shall need: 
LEMMA 3.11. Let p E (p)* be dominant integral. We have: 
(1) Ifp(h,), p(h) > 0, then the centralizer of p in W is trivial, and the W-trans- 
forms of p are all distinct. 
(2) Let i = 0 or 1. If p(hi) = 0, p(hlei) > 0, then the centralizer of p in W 
is { 1, ri} and the distinct W-transforms of p are tk distilact elements (r,,~J~p, m E Z. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.9. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. An element of (be)* is called regular if its centralizer in W is 
trivial, and singular if not. 
We are now ready to establish: 
607/29/3-2 
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THEOREM 3.12. The character of XA is given by: 
x(XA) = 1 
6 inroof I 
c Mult,(G - my) e(8 - my) 
8 singular 
?nez+ I 
* 
I I 
+ c 1 c Mult,(G - my) e(S - my) 8 inroof 
8 regular 
7ns.q 
where the numbers Mult,(S - my) are recursively given by Lemma 3.10. 
Proof. Combine Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, 3.9, and 3.10. Q.E.D. 
4. THE CHARACTER OF A FUNDAMENTAL MODULE FOR A?) 
We shall now apply the results of Section 3 to a specific module XA for the 
Lie algebra A, . (‘1 The h which will be considered here is X = h$ so that XA is 
a “fundamental module” (using a term from the theory of finite-dimensional 
semisimple Lie algebras). This module is the simplest nontrivial module for A?), 
and, because of the symmetry between cq, and 01~ in A$‘), its character is 
“symmetrical” to that of the other fundamental module, X@, p = hf. 
Let us now fix h = hz and determine x(XA). The level of h is 1, so that the 
weights of X” are contained in the affine plane P(1). We see that the dominant 
integral elements of P( 1) are the points on the two parallel affine lines h,* + Ry 
and hf + Ry, namely, Fr and go , respectively. Let us locate h = hz on PI and 
find the roof of X”. Since h is on Fr , it is fixed by yl and the OCR string through h 
consists of only X itself. The CL,, string through X is just A, X - 01~ . By Lemmas 3.3 
and 3.4, the roof of X” is {A}. By Lemma 3.5, the dominant weights of X” are the 
elements h - my, where m E Z, . 
DEFINITION. Let A(m) = Mult,(X - my) for A = h$. 
Since there is only one roof element, A, and, since it is singular, the character 
of XA given by Theorem 3.12 is as follows: 
x(Xn) = 
i 
C A(m) e(A - my) C e(-i2ao) e(-i(i + l)c+) . 
meq 11 iez t 
(We have replaced i by --i in the sum.) 
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In order to use Lemma 3.10 to recursively define the coefficients A(m), we 
must first determine /IAs,, for each i E Z. (See Remark (1) following Lemma 3.10.) 
Recall that & is by definition the unique element of E+% + .iz+q such that 
h + & is the dominant conjugate of X + +i(i + I)% + ii(i - l)q . 
We shall need to know what element of the Weyl group sends 
h + &(i + I)or, + $i(i - ~)cY, 
to A + & . This information is given by the following general lemma, which 
does not depend on h, and whose proof is clear. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let TV be any integral element of B(n), n E Z, , and let the following 
procedure inductively dejine a sequence, {vi}: 
(1) Let v1 = CL. 
(2) If Vj(hJ > 0 UndVj(hJ > 0, then Zet Vj+l = Vj . 
(3) If Vj(hJ < 0, then let Vj+l = Yg(Vj) = Vj - Vj(hJrXo. 
(4) If Vj(&) > 0 andv,(hJ < 0, then let Vj+l = Yl(Vj) = Vj - Vj(h& . 
Then, for some smallest j0 , v5 
unique dominant conjugate of p.O 
= vi,+1 = v~,+~ = a”, and this element will be the 
To use this lemma to find the dominant conjugate of p = X + +i(i + 1)~~s + 
$i(i - 1)q , we first note that if v, = CL, then 
v,(h,) = 2i + 1 
and 
v#il) = -2i. 
There are two cases: If i > 0, then v,(h,) < 0 and v,(h,) > 0, so that vz = Y~v~; 
and if i < 0 then v,(/z,,) < 0, so that va = rsvr . If va is not dominant, then the 
only candidate for the next simple reflection to be applied to give vs is the one 
such that v3 # v, . In the case that i > 0 this means va = yovz , and when i < 0 
this means v3 = ~rva . Th is procedure clearly continues, giving a dominant vj in 
a finite number of steps. A simple calculation shows that 
(i) if i > 0, then vj = vi-r + (2i + 2 - j)cu(1+(-,),),2 for j < 22’ + 2, and 
when j = 2i + 2, then vj = vj-1; 
(ii) if i < 0, then vj = vj-r + (1 - 2i - j)au-(-1)f),2 for j < 1 - 2i, and 
when j = 1 - 2i, then vj = vi-1 . 
This says that 
(i) if i > 0, then the dominant conjugate of p is (Y~Y&L, 
(ii) if i < 0, then the dominant conjugate of p is (Y~Y~)-$L = (Y~Y~)$. 
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Hence: 
LEMMA 4.2. If  TV = h$ + &i(i + l)ao + $i(i - l)cui , then the dominant 
conjugate of p is (r,r,)ip. 
Remark. We could of course have used Lemma 3.9 to prove Lemma 4.2, but 
it seems more illuminating to visualize the sequence of Weyl reflections. 
Similarly, we could use Lemma 3.9 to complete the proof of Theorem 4.3 below. 
We are now within striking distance of calculating pASi. We know that the 
dominant weights of XA are all on Fi , so it is clear that Pn,i is some integral 
multiple of y. This means that the abscissa Oe(fl,,J = 0 and the ordinate 
U(P,,,) satisfies PA,i = (W3,4/2)r. Since (P - A) + ((rorlb - P) = kLi , we 
have Co& - A) + O((ror,)ip - CL) = O(p,,J. We know that O(p - A) = $i(i + 1) + 
&i(i - 1) = i*, and it is clear from our description of the sequence {v~} that 
cO((r,,ri)i~ - p) = i(2i + 1). Thus, we conclude that cO(fi,,J = i(3i + 1) and 
that /3h,i = $(3i + 1)~. 
Lemma 3.10 now gives the recursive formula for A(m). 
THEOREM 4.3. For m > 0, 
0 = 2 (-l)i A(m - &(3i + 1)). 
is.2 
Moreover, A(0) = 1 and A(-m) = 0. 
But this is just Euler’s recursion for the classical partition function p (see 
[l, Chap. 11). Hence: 
COROLLARY 4.4. A is exactly the classical partition function p. 
It is very interesting that the well-known function p arises in such a fashion. 
This allows us to rewrite the character of XA. 
THEOREM 4.5. The character of F for X = h$ is 
x(X”) = 
1 
C p(m) e(X - my) C e(-i%,) e(-i(i + I)+)/. 
mez, i; iez 
Setting u = e(-a,,) and v  = e(-ol,), and factoring out e(A), by Proposition 2.2 
we obtain the following two-variable identity: 
THEOREM 4.6. We have 
zisz (u’ 3(33+U2)j(3i-2) _ Uj(3j+l)u(j+l)(3j+l) > 
&, (1 - dd)(l - dvj-l)(l - ~~-179) 
= 
( 
z. p(m) z&P) ( zz uizvl(r+l)). 
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It is very interesting that Theorem 4.6 contains a classical result of Gauss. 
We shall show this in Corollary 4.7. In [ll], it was important to perform the 
“principal specialization” of the Weyl-Kac character formula (cf. [ll, Sect. 171). 
This means setting u = v. Suppose we set u = v  = p in Theorem 4.6. By 
the numerator formula in [ll, Sect. 51, the principal specialization of the 
numerator in the left-hand side in Theorem 4.6 equals the specialization of the 
denominator in which we set u = q2 and v  = q. The specialized numerator 
thus clearly equals Euler’s function 4(q) = &, (1 - pi). The principally 
specialized denominator is $(q)2/+(q2). Using the well-known relation 
(see [l, Chap. l]), we obtain for the principal specialization of Theorem 4.6: 
COROLLARY 4.7. We have 
+(42)2 _ - - g qj’zj+l’. 
e7) 
This is the result of Gauss (see [I, p. 23, formula 2.2.131). (The right-hand 
side also equals Cj.r+ q ti(i+l), as we observe by breaking this last sum into a sum 
over evenj E Z, and a sum over odd j E Z, .) 
Is Theorem 4.6 a new identity ? When shown this formula, Robert Steinberg 
observed that the factor C ui2rFi+l) can be rewritten using the Jacobi triple 
product identity as 
JJ (1 - 2L23'v29(1 + ~ZGl,Z~)(~ + u2i-1v2G2), 
i>l 
by substituting q = uv and z = v  in Jacobi’s identity as written in [l, p. 21, 
formula (2.2.10)]. St em er next rewrote n&l - &v+~) and nn, (1 - z&V) ’ b g 
as products over j even and j odd. The numerator in the left-hand side of 
Theorem 4.6 thus equals 
I-I (1 - .%s~)(l + z&+%9)(1 + 1123-lv2c-2)(1 _ uQpl)(l _ uxoq 
Ql 
=I$'- 
u2iv29(l _ u2jv2j-l)(l _ u41-2v4G4)(1 _ u2j-2v2j-1)(1 _ .4+2,4j). 
/ 
Replacing u2 by u, we see that Theorem 4.6 has been transformed to the classical 
“quintuple product identity”, which is the denominator formula for Ai2) (cf. for 
example [ll, formula (1.6)]). It is quite interesting that the unspecialized 
character formula for a fundamental standard module for Ai’) amounts to the 
denominator formula for a different Lie algebra, A&‘). Also, the numerator in the 
character formula for this Al]-) -module essentially equals the denominator in the 
character formula for Ai2), and correspondingly has an infinite product expansion. 
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5. THE CHARACTERS OF LEVEL 2 MODULES FOR Ai” 
This section is devoted to finding the characters of the modules XA for 
h = 2h$, 2h,* and h,” + hf. These are the values of h of level 2, and therefore 
the weights of the corresponding modules are contained in the affine plane P(2). 
Because of the symmetry between a,, and 01~ in Ai’) we need only study h = 2h$ 
and h$ + h,*. The characters of XA for X = 2hc and X = 2h,* are symmetrical. 
There are three parallel affine lines of dominant integral elements in P(2): 
2h,* + Ry, h$ + hf + Iwy and 2hF + [WY. We may locate 2h,* on the first of 
these, which is 9i , h$ + ht on the second line, and 2hf on the last, which is 
9s . By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, the roofs of the corresponding modules are: 
(i) {h = 2hc, h - cq,} 
’ (ii) {h = h$ + hf}, 
(iii) {h = 2hf, h - CXJ. 
First we shall consider the case h = h,* + h,*, for which Lemma 3.5 tells us 
that the dominant weights are just {X - my / m E Z,}. 
DEFINITION. Let B(m) = Mult,(h - my) for h = h,* + hf. 
Since there is only one roof element, h, which is regular, the character of XA 
given by Theorem 3.12 is as follows: 
x(W = 1 C %4 4 - mr> WEZ, I 
X 
I 
%Tz e(--i(2i + l)or,)(e(--i(2i - 1)x1) + e(-(i + 1)(2i + 1)x1)) . 
I 
As before, to recursively define the coefficients B(m) by Lemma 3.10 and 
Remark (1) following it, we must find /Ihsi for i E: H. This means computing the 
dominant conjugate of p = h,* + h;k + &(i + 1)x,, + &(i - l)or, using 
Lemma 4.1. If ‘I~ = p, then 
and 
v,(h,,) = 22’ + 1 
v,(h,) = -2i + 1. 
Just as in Section 4, there are two cases to consider in using Lemma 4.1 and 
the sequence of weights {v,}: 
(i) If i > 0, then V$ = vj-i + (2i + 3 - 2j!j)c~+~-~~~,a for 1 < j -=c i + 2, 
and when j = i + 2, then vj = viPr . 
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(ii) if i < 0, then v$ = IQ-~ + (-2i + 3 - 2jbu-(-r)bla for 1 < j < 
-i + 2, and when j = -i + 2, then vr = v,+ . 
Because there is only one dominant afhne line of weights in XA, it is clear that 
/?A,1 is an integral multiple of y, so that the abscissa &(/?A,.i) = 0 and the ordinate 
O&) satisfies /I,,i = (0(/?A,+)/2)y. As in Section 4, we know that 0& - A) = ia, 
and from the above description of the sequence {v,} it is not hard to see that 
O(h + PA,, - p) = is for any i E Z. This says that 0cS,,,) = 2ia, and so /3A,i = iv. 
Lemma 3.10 now gives the recursive formula for B(m): 
THEOREM 5.1. For m > 0, 
0 = g (-1)’ B(m -is), B(0) = 1, B(-m) = 0. 
Now a theorem of Gauss (see [l, p. 23, formula (2.2.12)J) asserts that 
g1 (1 - F)(l - $‘-I)2 = c (-l>i $2, 
jEZ 
(This is the principal specialization of Jacobi’s identity, Proposition 2.4.) But, by 
Theorem 5.1, the right-hand side of this last equation is the reciprocal of 
&+ B(i) q”. Thus, the Gauss theorem implies: 
COROLLARY 5.2. Wehawe 
iz 
+ 
B(i)4’ = 9Q (1 - q2j)-l(l - q2r-1)-2. 
Hence the function B has a combinatorial interpretation which can be 
informally stated as follows: Consider two copies of the set of positive odd 
integers, one consisting of “green” odd integers, and the other consisting of 
“blue” odd integers. Then B(i) is the number of unordered ways of writing i 
as a sum of positive even integers plus a sum of positive green odd integers plus 
a sum of positive blue odd integers; each integer (colored or not) may be 
repeated any number of times in the partition of i. 
Setting u = e(-%) and w = e(-1yr), we thus have: 
THEOREM 5.3. The churacter of XA for X = h,* + @ is gken by 
xGwe(4 = mz B(m) PfP E I II 
,i(zr+i) &w-i) + .@+l)W+l) ( 
+ 4 
where B(m) has the combinatorial interpretation just stated. 
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Proposition 2.2 now yields: 
THEOREM 5.4. We have 
Cjea (u2jC2j+1)v2j(2j-l) _ u2i(2j+l)v2(j+1)(2j+1)) 
I-J+, (1 - u%+)( 1 - UWi)(l - .WJ~) 
= 
1 
,T;, B(m) ZPvm 
+ II 
2 ui(2i+lyu6(2i-l) + &+l”“+l,)/. 
Remark. For the module ,‘u;\ with A = hz + h,*, the interest lies in 
Theorem 5.3, not in Theorem 5.4, because the numerator on the left-hand side 
in Theorem 5.4 simply equals the denominator with u2 and v2 replacing u and v, 
respectively. Kac independently obtains Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 in [9]. 
Now we shall consider the case when h = 2hz. The dominant weights are 
{A - my, X - 01~ - my j m E Z+>. 
DEFINITION. Let C(m) = Mult,(A - my), and D(m) = Mult,(h - 01s - my) 
for h = 2h,*. Let E(2m) = C(m) and E(2m + 1) = D(m). 
In this case, there are two roof elements, both singular, so Theorem 3.12 gives: 
x(F) = 
( 
C C(m) e(A - my) C e(-2i2a,) e(-2i(i - 1)cxr) 
ma, I( iEi2 1 
+ 
i 
C D(m) e(h - 01~ - my) C e(-2i(i + 1)x0) e(-2i20r,) . 
msz, I( isz 1 
For this module we would have to find both /In,i and /3A--or,,i for i EZ, but 
because of the fact that h is on Fr and h - 01s is on 9s , the symmetry of 01s and 01~ 
simplifies our work. 
If  p = 2h,* + +i(i + l)a,, + &(i - 1)x1 and v1 = p, then: 
and 
v,(h,) = 2i + 2 
v,(h,) = -2i. 
(i) I f  i > 0, then vi = vji-r + (2i + 4 - 2j)01(i+(-i),),~ for 1 <j < i + 2, 
and when j = i + 2, then vj = v~+~ . 
(ii) I f  i < 0, then vi = vi-r + (-2i + 2 - 2j) CQ--(-~)Q,~ for 1 < j < 
-i+l,andwhenj=-i+l,thenv~=vj~l. 
Unfortunately, since there are two dominant afIine lines of weights in XA, we 
can no longer assume that p,,i is an integral multiple of y  and just compute its 
ordinate. 
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We already know that for all i E Z, p - h = &i(i + l)a,, + &(i - l)ar . By a 
closer examination of (vi}, we discover that: 
(i) If i is even, then h + pAVi - p = ii2a, + +i(i + 2)or, , and 
(ii) If i is odd, then h + /3,,i - TV = $=(iz - l)aO + i(i + l)“ar . 
So we get: 
(i) If i is even, then & = i(2i2 + i)a,, + $(2i2 + i)q = $(2i2 + i)y, 
(ii) If i is odd, then /3A,B = $(2i2 + i - l)arO + +(2i2 + i + l)aI = 
i(2i2+i+ I)y-ao. 
We can now write the recursive equation 
0 = c Mult,(X - my + &(2i2 + i)y) 
ie2Z 
- i.El Mult,(h - my + &(2i2 + i + 1)y - a,,). 
This can be expressed more compactly as 
0 = C C(m - &(2i2 + i)) - C D(m - +(2i2 + i + 1)). 
ie2Z ie2Z+l 
Using the notation E(2n) = C(n) and E(2n + 1) = D(n) leads to the much 
simpler equation 
0 = C (-l>i E(2m - i(2i + 1)). 
ioz 
When one repeats the above procedure for j?,++ , one finds the recursive 
equation 
0 = C (-l)i E(2m + 1 - i(2i + 1)). 
iEH 
These are summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.5. For m > 0, 
‘0 = 2 (-l)i E(m - i(2i + l)), 
ioz 
E(0) = 1 and E(-m) = 0. 
The substitution u = q, o = 4” in Jacobi’s identity, Proposition 2.4, gives 
n (1 - q4’)(1 - q4Gl)(l - q‘s”) = 2 (- l)j qwj+u, 
j>l 
and Theorem 5.5 thus implies: 
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COROLLARY 5.6. We have 
1 E(i)qi = JJ (1 - 44j)-l(l - q4Gl)-l(l _ q45-3)-1, 
ia, 59 
In particular, E(i) is the number of ways of partitioning i into parts not congruent 
to 2 mod 4. 
Now we set u = e(-q,) and v = e(-ol,) to get: 
THEOREM 5.7. The character of XA for h = 2h,* is given by 
x(X+)/e(h) = (%z 
+ 
E(2m) umvm)(~ Uzi2Vzi’i+1i) 
iEZ 
+ 
( 
mz E(2m + 1) um+W 
I 
2 u2i(i+l)# . 
+ 1 
Proposition 2.2 now yields: 
THEOREM 5.8. We have 
cj.z cu. 1(43+1)vj(45-3) _ uj(4j+l)v(j+l)(4j+l) ) 
nQl (1 - Ukq(l - UWl)(l - z&W) 
= mz E(2m) umvm 
+ I(. 
2 u2iz~2i(if1' 
+ mz E(2m + 1) urn%” 
+ 
In [9], Kac independently establishes Theorems 5.7 and 5.8. 
Principal specialization (i.e., setting u = v = q) and the numerator formula in 
[ll, Sect. 51 give 
&>l (1 - q”j)( 1 - q4j-l)(1 - q4+3) 
I&>1 (1 - pai-1)2( 1 - q”j) = (2, %4P)(~ Paiil)) - 
Combining this with Corollary 5.6 implies: 
COROLLARY 5.9. We have 
+(44)2 _ m _ C q2i(2i+l). 
isz 
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But this is nothing more than the Gauss theorem expressed in Corollary 4.7, 
with 9” replacing 4. Hence the Gauss result is “explained” by a secorrd module 
for Ail’. 
The character of XA for h = Ur;r is obtained from the character for h = 2h$ 
by reversing OL,, and q . The resulting change in the identities is to reverse u and V, 
giving nothing new. 
6. THE CHARACTERS OF LEVEL 3 MODULES FOR Af) 
In this section, we shall give the results of carrying out for level 3 modules 
the program spelled out in Sections 4 and 5. The level 3 modules are those XA 
for which h = 3?a,*, 2h$ + hf, h,* + w and 3h,*. The %, 01~ symmetry makes 
it necessary to discuss only the two cases h = 3g and h = g + w. 
In P(3) there are four parallel afline lines of dominant integral elements. The 
roofs of the two modules we will consider are: 
(i) {A = 3h,*, h - a,,> 
(ii) (A = h,Y + ul;*, )I - q}. 
Let us consider the case of h = 3h,*. The dominant weights are {A - my, 
A-cio- mylmEZ+l. 
DEFINITION. Let F(m) = Mult,(X - my) and G(m) = Mult,(h - clo - my) 
for A = 3h,*. Let H(3m) = F( m , and let H(3m + 2) = G(m). It will not be ) 
necessary to define H(3m + 1). 
Theorem 3.12 gives: 
x(-W = ( 1 F(m) e(X - my))(x e(-3i2a,) e(-3i(i - l)aI)) 
rnEP+ ie.? 
+ C G(m) e(h - a0 - my) 
ma, 
x (*z e(--i(3i + 2)%)(e(--i(3i - 1)4 + e(-(i + I)& + 341). 
There are two recursive equations to find, one for &i , and one for /J,+,+ . 
Unlike the nicely symmetric case of 2h$, these do not combine into a single 
equation. The use of the H(m) notation is essential to the simplicity of the 
result. The methods of Sections 4 and 5 give the recursive equations in the 
following theorem: 
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THEOREM 6.1. For m > 0, 
0 = c (-l)i H(3m - &i(5i + 3)), 
id 
0 = c (-l)i H(3m - 1 - &(5i + l)), 
ici2 
H(0) = 1, H(--3~2) = H(-3m + 2) = 0. For all i E Z, 
4i(5i + 3) E 32, or 32, + 1 
and 
&(5i + 1) E 32, or 32, + 2 
(compute mod 6), so that the two equations are “interlocking” recursions eflectively 
de$ning H(j)forj = 0,2 (mod 3). 
Remark. The use of the notation H(j) was suggested by the following 
fact: I f  one uses only Weyl group elements of the form (rOrl)i (i EZ), one 
can conjugate any weight of XA to one of the three affine lines 3h,* + [WY, 
hz + 2h: + Ry or -h$ + 4h: + Ry. The weights of X” on these last two 
lines are conjugate by r0 , and therefore the sequence of multiplicities G(m) = 
Mult,(X - 01~ - my) is also equal to the sequence Mult,(X - 201~ - my). The 
notation in effect allows the use of that third line to index the multiplicities, and 
one obtains far nicer recursive equations than otherwise. 
We do not know a combinatorial interpretation of the function H. 
Setting u = e(-cr,) and D = e(-iyi), we get: 
THEOREM 6.2. The character of XA for h = 3h,* is given by 
x(X~)je(h) = 2 H(3m) PTP 
t 
c u3i2v3i(i+1) 
mea+ &H 
+ 
i 
?,zz H(3m + 2) u~~+~v” 
+ 
x c ui(3i+2)(71i(3i-1) + t,(i+1)(3i+2) 
c isz )I7 
where H is dejined in Theorem 6.1. 
Now we apply Proposition 2.2. 
THEOREM 6.3. We have 
La. (u‘ 3(53+1)v1(53-43 _ uj(5j+l)au(j+1)(5j+l) > 
I-Ii,, (1 - 2&)( 1 - z&9-1)( 1 - 24-129) = xWY44, 
as given in Theorem 6.2. 
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Specializing u = v = 4 (using [I 1, Sect. 51) is interesting: 
COROLLARY 6.4. We have 
1 
nj>, (1 _ g-1)(1 _ g-2)(1 _ q6+y 
+ mzl H(3m + 2)q 
+ 
,,+I)( 2 q@lli+l,), 
where H is de$ned in Theorem 6.1. 
(We have used the simplifiCation 
2 (qi'U+l, + q'2i+l"3i+2') = 1 qW+l).) 
iez 
Remark. By multiplying both sides in Corollary 6.4 by niz, (1 - q2i-l), we 
see that we have obtained a new expression equal to either side of the Rogers- 
Ramanujan identity (1.2). 
We now turn to the case h = h,* + 2h:. In view of Remark (2) following 
Lemma 3.10, we can transfer results for 3h,* to the present case. 
DEFINITION. For all m EZ, let j(3m) = Mult,(h + 01s -my) and J(3m + 2) = 
Mult,(h - my). 
Using Theorem 6.1, we obtain: 
THEOREM 6.5. For m > 0, 
0 = C (-l)i J(3m - @(5i + 3)), 
iEZ 
0 = C (-l)i J(3m + 2 - +i(5i + l)), 
id! 
j(2) = 1, J(-3m + 3) = J(-3m + 2) = 0. 
Remark. These interlocking recursions and initial conditions effectively 
define J(j) for j = 0, 2 (mod 3). 
The analogs of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 and Corollary 6.4 are: 
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THEOREM 6.6. The character of XA for X = A,* + 2h;F (setting 24 = e(-cu,) 
and w = e( -q)) is given by 
X(XA)/e(X) = ( mz 
+ 
J(3m) *m-lVm)( tz U3ia713i(i+1)) 
+ ( mz IW + 2) Umvm’ + ) 
x c ui~3i+2y~iiw) + &+1)(3i+z) 
( iez )I9 
where J is defined in Theorem 6.5. 
THEOREM 6.7. We have: 
CM (u’ 3(53+33v3(5j-23 _ uj(5j+3)o(j+1)(5i+3) 
Hj>, (1 - UW)( 1 - z&-1)( 1 - &‘o: = xGw44, 
as given in Theorem 6.6. 
COROLLARY 6.8. We have 
where J is defined in Theorem 6.5. 
Remark. This gives a new expression equal to the other Rogers-Ramanujan 
expression, formula (1.1). 
It remains an intriguing possibility to: (1) give a Lie-theoretic explanation of 
the summation side of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities; (2) explain the presence 
of the extra factor n (1 - q2j-l), and (3) fi n combinatorial interpretations of d 
the functions H and J. 
The modules XA for h of levels greater than 3 have been examined by our 
present methods, but we have not found the results indicative of a nice general 
pattern. It seems that only in the “small” modules does one find simple recursive 
multiplicity formulas of the form 
0 = C (-l)i Y(m - frri(si+ t)), r, s, t E n. 
iez 
These appear to be the result of special collapsing of more complicated formulas 
which one may hope to eventually describe. 
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7. THE ChlARACTRR OF it? FOR #’ 
The modifications of the geometric picture discussed in Section 3 necessary 
for understanding the case when I = A(2e) are not difficult. We shall briefly note 
the necessary modifications, and then give the results we have obtained. 
Throughout this section, I = A;‘). 
Lemmas 3.1 through 3.11 and Theorem 3.12 all have analogs in this section. 
These analogs will be labeled Lemmas 7.1 through 7.11 and Theorem 7.12, 
respectively. Only those analogs which must be reworded will be written out 
here. 
The space be has basis {h, , h, , O}, and (p)* has dual basis {e, g, 7). In 
this section the simple roots I+, and 0~~ are of unequal length ((y, has twice the 
length of (or) and the imaginary root y is related to the simple roots by the equation 
y=ql+2%. 
We have the standard modules P’ for h E P, where h may be written in the 
form n& + qh,* for ni EZ+ . As before, all weights of Xa are contained in the 
affine plane 9(X) = h + Iwcl, + Roll . In this section, 2h: - h,* = 4 , so those 
h’ = @z,* + n;h: for which B(h) = B(h’) are precisely those such that 
24 + 4 = 2?l, + 72, . The level of h is thus defmed to be the nonnegative 
integer 2n, + nr , and the a&ne plane P(A) is denoted by S(n), where n is the 
level of h. 
The Weyl group W acts on P(n), and one finds that the fixed set g0 of Y,, in 
P(n) is nh;” + [WY, but the fixed set $r of r, in 9(n) is &Z/Z,* + Ry. This says 
that although F0 is always contained in the set of integral elements of (v)*, 
Tl is not when n is odd. 
The integral elements of 9(n) are the points on the parallel afhne lines 
m&i* + qh;* + f%, where ma, ml E Z and 2m,, + ml = n. The dominant 
integral elements are the points on these afBne lines such that m, , m, E 2, . We 
find that there are [n] + 1 of these lines in the “dominant region” of P(n). 
If one takes account of the relative lengths of cyo ,lyl and y, then it is possible 
to visualize the actions of r0 and Ye on P(n) as aflke reflections about the lines 
9s and FL . 
It is clear that Lemma 3.1 holds in this section, as it is a fact about simple-root 
strings which depends only on sl(2, C) theory. The proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 
3.3 need some slight modification, but the statements remain the same. Because 
y = cl0 + 2or, , we must revise Lemma 3.4: 
LEMMA 7.4. The roof of X” is the set of dominant integral elements which are 
either of the form h - jp, (i = 0, 1 and ji E Z,) or of the form X - j,,, - aI 
(0 f  i. E z+)- 
Proof. The indicated elements are clearly the, only ones lying below h such 
that ,d + ~ya + 20rr does not. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. The elements of the form h - j,a, will be dominant if and only if 
ii < [nJ2] (even for arbitrary GCM Lie algebras). The elements of the form 
X - js(y.,, - q ( j,, > 0) will be dominant if and only if j,, < [i(n,, + l)]. 
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, as well as the definition of the frame of XA, need no 
modification, but the first of the three steps in constructing the weights of XA 
must take into account the possible roof elements of the form X - j,a, - oil . 
Racah’s formula still determines the multiplicities, but the expression for 
<@,> is different: 
LEMMA 7.7. We have 
= (ii(3i + l)c$) + i(3i - 2)01, ) &i(3i + l)c$ + (i + 1)(3i + l)oli I i E Z}. 
More spec$cally, if w = (yorJ (i E Z) then sgn(w) = 1 and 
(@,) = 4.i(3i + l)ol, + i(3i - 2)(Y, ) 
and if w’ = Y~(Y~YJ (i E Z) then s&n(w) = -1 and 
(Qw,) = -&(3i + l)or, + (i + 1)(3i + l)ol, . 
Proof. See [l 1, Lemma 3.231. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.8. For any weight p # h of XA, 
C iVIult,(p + &(3i + l)ol, + i(3i - 2)~~) 
ifh 
=z 
Mult,& + $(3i + l)aO + (i + 1)(3i -t 1)~~). 
AZso, Mult,(X) = 1 and Mult,(v) = 0 ifs is not beZow X. 
LEMMA 7.9. Let p = m,h,* $ m,h: + ayfor m, , ml E Z, a E C. If  w = (Y~Y~)~ 
(m E Z) then 
p - wp = &m(m(2m, + ml) + m,)ao + m(m(2m, + ml) - 2m&, , 
and if w’ = Y~(Y,~~)~ (m E Z) then 
p - w’p = ~m(m(2m, + m,) + m,>a, + (m + l)(m(2mo + ml) + m,h . 
Proof. See [ll, Lemma 3.341. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Lemma 7.7 is the special case of Lemma 7.9 where m, = m, = 1. 
In order to take account of the difference in length between 01s and 01~ , we must 
redefine the abscissa and the ordinate as follows: 
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DEFINITION. Let the abscissa of a linear combination w + bar be 
d(Qoco + bq) = 242 - b. 
DEFINITION. Let the ordinate of a linear combination sol, + bar, be 
O(aq, + ~CXJ = 2a + b. 
As in Section 3, using variables x and y to describe the abscissa and ordinate, 
respectively, we find that with the origin at p, the points wp all fall on the 
downward-facing parabola with .equation 
y = -(2x + 2m, - m&x/n. 
The elements p + (CD&. which occur in Racah’s formula fall on the upward- 
facing parabola with equation 
y = x(2x - 1)/3. 
Because we have chosen to write (@,J and (@,I) as separate expressions, we 
must modify the definition of ptisi: 
DEFINITION. Let p be a dominant integral linear form and let i E Z. Then 
/zI~,,~ (resp., /IL,,) is the unique element of Z+LY,, + Z+CQ such that p + fifisi (resp., 
,U + &‘J is the dominant conjugate of p + Qi(3i + l)or, + i(3i - 2)~~ (resp., 
p + Si(3i + 1)~~ + (i + 1)(3i + 1M. Note thatLi = &+,,,i and&i = ~%+=~,i 
for all a E IL!. 
The Racah formula becomes: 
LEMMA 7.10. For any dominant weight p # h of XA, 
Moreover, MuIt,@) = 1 and Mult,+(v) = 0 if v is not below A. 
As before, for each roof element 6 of XA we get a recursive equation of the form 
shown in Lemma 7.10. There are a finite number of such equations for each XA, 
which together with the initial conditions determine the multiplicities of the 
dominant weights 6 - my. 
In this section, however, because all the dominant affine lines in P(n) contain 
some roof element of XA for any A of level n, the set of recursive equations for any 
h of level n will be the same as for any other. The only difference will be the 
initial conditions. 
Lemma 3.11 remains true as stated, so we can write down the character 
of x+ 
607/w/3-3 
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THEOREM 7.12. The character of XA is given by: 
x(W = c 
I 
c Mult,(S - my) e(6 - my) 
6 in roof I 
6 singular 
mez, 
- 2 et-WWM + Wd) + Vd) a01 
I 
* e(--i(i(2Wo) + Wl)) - 2Vdh) 
I 
+ c 
I 
c Mult,(G - my) e(S - my) 
8 in roof ma, I 
6 regular 
where the numbers Mult,(S - my) are recursively given by Lemma 7.10. 
The techniques used in Sections 4, 5, and 6 to write down the characters of all 
@)-modules of levels 1, 2, and 3 need little modification for Ab2). We shall just 
state the results without proof. 
The only level 1 module is XA for X = hl . * There is only one element in the 
roof, A, and if A(m) = Mult,(h - my) then one finds that the Racah formula 
coming from Lemma 7.10 becomes the assertion of Theorem 4.3. That is, 
A(m) = p(m), the classical partition function again! 
THEOREM 7.13. The character of XA for h = h;” is (setting u = e(-qJ and 
v  = e(-cu,)) 
x(X9 = 43 C P(m) f4 v 
( 
m 
msz, 
2m)(z ~ti~i+Uvi2)~ 
Proposition 2.3 implies: 
THEOREM 7.14. We have 
CIEZ (u. 1(23+1)v21(2c13 _ 
n,>, (1 - &y)( 1 - $@54)(1 - &-lp12M)(l - _ $5-lv4j) 
as given in Theorem 7.13. 
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In [9], Kac independently establishes Theorems 7.13 and 7.14, as well as 
Corollary 7.15 given below. 
We now principally specialize, setting u = v = q. By the numerator formula 
in [ll, Sect. 61, the principally specialized numerator in Theorem 7.14 equals 
the denominator specialized by setting u = q2 and v = q. (The exponents 2 
and 1 for q are (A + p)(&) and (A + p)(&), respectively.) Hence the principally 
specialized numerator is d(q). The result is: 
COROLLARY 7.15. we have 
The numerator in Theorem 7.14 equals 
- u5v”5)(1 - ti5v25-2)(1 - u5-1v2i), 
by the Jacobi identity, Proposition 2.4, in which we replace v by v2. Thus, the 
left-hand side in Theorem 7.14 simplifies to 
p+ 
~5~25-1)(1 + u5-lv25-1). 
Multiplying both sides of Theorem 7.14 by $(z&) and changing v to -v results 
in a reformulation of Jacobi’s triple product identity. 
There are two A’s of level 2: A = 2h: and A = G. Let 
and 
D,(4m) = Multl(2h; - my) 
4(4m + 1) = Mult,(B: - a1 - my) 
for both h’s. The recursive equations which come from Lemma 7.10 can be 
written as follows: 
THEOREM 7.16. Let A = 2h,* (req., A$). FOY k > 0, 
c D,(4k - i(15i + 4)) = 1 D,(4k - (32. + 1)(5i + 3)), 
tez 7x? 
undfi m > 0 (resp., m > l), 
2 DOm - 3 - i(l5i + 2)) = C D,(4m - 3 - (3i + 1)(5i + 1)). 
iaz 
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The initial conditions are: 
D,(O) = 1, D,(-4m) = Dh( -4m + 1) = 0 
(resp., 
D,(l) = 1, D,,-4m + 8) = D,(--4m + 5) = 0). 
For all iEU, 
and 
i(15i + 4) E4H+ or 42, + 3, 
(3i + 1)(5i + 3) E 4iZ+ + 4 or 42, + 3, 
i(15i + 2) E 42, or 47++1, 
(3i + 1)(5i + 1) E 42, + 4 or 42++ 1 
so that the above pair of recursive equations are interlocking, and eflectively define 
Dn( j) for j 3 0, 1 (mod 4). 
Set u = e(-a,) and v  = e(-aI). 
THEOREM 7.17. The character of A? for X = 2h,* is given by 
where D,, is given in Theorem 7.16. 
THEOREM 7.18. The character of 23 for h = h,* is given by: 
x(X*)/e(X) = ( mz 
+ 
D,(4m) zfW~-‘)( 2 ~“‘+~)e.““) 
+ DDm + 1) + 
umv2m)(~ uizv2ili+ll), 
where D, is givp in Theorem 7.16. 
Applying Proposition 2.3 gives: 
THEOREM 7.19. For h = 2h,*, 
Cjpz (~+j(5j+3)vi(5P2) _ .ti(sj+3),(j+1)(5j+3)) 
njal (1 _ &29(1 - &2+1)(1 - J-lv2i-l)(l _ u2j-lv4j-4)(1 _ u2j-lo4j) 
= xFV4V, 
as given in Theorem 7.17. 
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THEOREM 7.20. Forh = h,*, 
cisz w m+l)&5i-4) _ u)j(5j+1)o(j+1)(51+1) 
&, (1 - &9)(l - f45@-I)( 1 - &-1&1)( 1 - u21-ld!4)(] - u2+,49 
= x(-We(~), 
as given in Theorem 7.18. 
Now we principally specialize in the last two results, and we use [ll, Sect. 61 
as before. 
COROLLARY 7.21. For h = 2hf, 
1 
jJ.>l (1 - f$+‘)(l - @3+5)(1 - (q2)5~-l)(1 _ (q2)5j-4) 
= 
i 
2, D,(4m)q9(Z qi(3”+“) + [L+ D,(4m + l)q3m+l)(Y& q”3”+2’)? 
where D, is de$ned in Theorem 7.16. 
COROLLARY 7.22. For h = h,*, 
1 
l-J>1 (1 - @j-1)(1 - ,f-")(I - (p2)5j-2)(1 _ @")"j-S) 
&(4m)@ - c 
+ 
m l)cez qif3i+1)) + (L+ Wm + l)P)(~ Pi+2)) y  
where D, is defined in Theorem 7.16. 
Remark. By multiplying both sides in each of the last two corollaries by 
n (1 - @i-1)(1 - $‘- ), 3 5 we note that we have obtained new formulas for both 
Rogers-Ramanujan expressions (formulas (1.1) and (1.2)), with q2 in place of q. 
There are two x’s of level 3, namely, X = h,* + q and h = 3h,*. Let 
and 
E,(3m) = Mult,(3h: - my) 
E,(3m + 1) = Mult,(3h: - CY~ - my) 
for both h’s. The recursive equations take the following form: 
THEOREM 7.23. Let h = 3h: (resp., h,f + g). For k > 0, 
c E,(3k - 3i(3i + 1)) = c E,(3k - (3i + 1)(3i + 2)) 
e’EZ ioz 
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and for m > 0 (resp., m > l), 
2 E,(3m - 2 - (3i)2) = C E,(3m - 2 - (3i + 1)2). 
iez 
The initial conditions are: 
E,(O) = 1, E,(-3m) = E,(-3m + 1) = 0 
(resp., 
J%(l) = 1, E,(-3m + 6) = E,(-3m + 4) = 0). 
For all i E Z, 
and 
3i(3i + 1) E 32,) 
(3i + 1)(3i + 2) E 32, + 2, 
(3i)2 E 32, 
(3i + 1)2 E 32, + 1, 
so that the above pair of recursive equations are interlocking, and effectively de$ne 
EA(j) for j = 0, 1 (mod 3). 
Now set u = e(-a,,) and v  = e(-ol,). 
THEOREM 7.24. The character of XA for X = 3h,* is given by 
x(X^)/e(A) = ( C E,(3m) u~%2~)(~z u3i(i+1)i2v3i’) 
ma+ 
where Eh isgiven in Theorem 7.23. 
THEOREM 7.25. The character of 22 for X = h,* + h: is given by 
X(XA)/e(h) = 1 ,7&(3m) Umv2nl-l 
( 
c u3i(i+1)/2v3iz 
msil+ Ii isz ) 
+ 
( 
mz E,(3m + 1) ~mv2m C uliW+l)(gi(3i--2) + 
+ I( iEZ 
vti+l)(litll)), 
where EA is given in Theorem 1.23. 
We next apply Proposition 2.3: 
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THEOREM 7.26. For X = 3h& 
Lez (UIw+8)++-l) - U1(s1+a)g(e5+2)(sg+a)) 
n,>, (1 - uW’)(l - uW’-r)(l - u’-W-1)(1 - ZP-‘@A)( 1 - r&W-W) 
as given in Theorem 7.24. 
THEOREM 7.27. For h = g + hf, 
Lz @ 3C35+1)v2i(8i-2) _ ~1(Si+l)~(ei+2)(Si+l) 
rj,>l (1 - U’?P’)(l - uW-‘)( 1 - &W-1)(1 - *1M.J1-6)(1 - gI-lv4f) 
= XWM~), 
as given in Theorem 7.25. 
Finally, we principally specialize and use [I 1, Sect. 61. 
COROLLARY 7.28. For X = 3&*, 
+ Jz E,(3m + l)qsmfl 
+ x 
gz (p(s*+1)/2 + q*(3i+.(3i+1))), 
where E,, is given in Theorem 7.23. 
COROLLARY 7.29. For h = &* + hf, 
n (1 + qj)(l + q6+l)(l + q6i-5) = & 
921 + 
EA(3m) Pm-l)(gz pft3~+1i12) 
+ ,C &Pm + 1) fin 
x 
c (4"' 
+ fEZ 
r(al+1)/2 + qtrJf+*r.i+lr)), 
where Eh is given in Theorem 7.23. 
Note that since the numerator in the left-hand side of Theorem 7.27 equals the 
denominator with ua and v2 replacing u and v, respectively, we get an apparently 
new kind of quintuple product identity: 
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COROLLARY 7.30. We have, for h = A,* + h: 
p+ UWj)(l + t&W1)(l + &1v2j-l)(1 + u2+lv4j-4)(l + U2j-lv4j) 
, 
= E,(34 ZlmV2m-l c u3i(i+l)/2V3i2 
+ ioz 
+ (m; E~(3m + 1) u”‘v2jo( U*i(3i+l)(vi(3i-2) + v(i+1)(3i+l) 
+ iEZ 
where E,, is defined in Theorem 7.23. 
It seems remarkable that the expression on the right-hand side has such a nice 
infinite product expansion. 
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